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Budget cuts do not phase McGee
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Takmg over the presidency of a university facing budgetary cuts like
those JSU is now experiencing would seem to be tough on any person.
However, Dr. Harold McGee does not seem to show any outward signs of
the tremendouastressof his new position.
"Havmg a sense of humor helps," said McGee, who has had professional
tralnmg as a psychologist.
As he discussed his proposed plans for the university, McGee remarked
that thls will be "an unusual semester."
"Th~sis something new for me; I've never had to face a 30 percent
budget reduction before," he said. "But we will find ways to offset the
shortage of state funds we will receive.
To meet budget cuts, McGee plans to take several measures, including

the followmg : 1) instating a freeze on hiring, meaning that no new positions
wlll be available and no full-time faculty members will be h i e d to replace
those who have retired. Therefore, there wiil be more part-time teachers
and less full-time instructors this year.)%)no across-the-board salary increases will be in effect this year.(No campus employees will be laid off,
except at a last resort.)it) major purchases of equipment and supplies will
be limited only to those'absolutely essential.
Fmancial aid for students funded through federal money will not be
affected, McGee said, although the portion that comes from the state
probably will. Among the new programs on campus, McGee said the
Southern Studies program will not receive any new funds and the Eminent
Scholars and Self Hall projects will continue moving forward.
Thaugh McGee does not foresee the University raising the price of tuition
(See McGEE, page 2)

McGee '

Alpha Tau Omega receives one-year suspension
By ROY WILLIADb
tBiutM* Senior Editor
Alpha Tau Omega, the second
oldest fraternity on campus,
received a one-year suspension from
the University as a result of the
actions of four fraternity brothers,
sa~dBill Meehan, assistant to the
vlce president of academic affairs.
Four members of the fraternity,

~ncludmgthe president and another
ofhcer, were apprehended by
University police early on the
morning of July 17 as they attempted to break into Rowan Hall,
whch housed freshmen females for
onentation, Meehan said. The four
traternity brothers were found clad
only m their briefs.
"'rhls inc~dentwas much more

than a (,allege prank. It was a
calculated act that could have
hsrupted the well-being of the
females sleeping in that dorm. I'm
very disappointed in Alpha Tau
Omega," Meehan said.
Under the conditions of the
suspension, which was set by Dr.
Harold McGee and will last until

August of 1987, the fraternity cannot
"These students are in leadership
participate in any campus activitie: roles and represent a social
mcluding intramurals, pep rallies organization. We cannot condone
and fall and spring rush, Meehar, that type of behavior from
said. Also, the organization will not.
be included in this year's Mimosa
and must find a new faculty advisor
In addition, the Interfraternitj
Council fined the fraternity $100.

organizations or individuals.
Fortunately, no one was hurt,"
Meehan said.
Alpha Tau Omega is currently
appealing the ruling.

officially opened

Self Hall offers st.yle and comfort
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The long wait is over - Self Hall has finally opened its
doors for classes this fall. And, to use an old Valley Girl
term, it looks "totally awesome.
The new Selt tlall, wuch used to house the University
cafeteria, is a welcome addition to the campus. It has a
spacious, beautiful interior with several comfortable
looking sitting areas. The building also has an eyecatr
ching design, along with the state-of-the-art equipment
found in the radio station and television studio.
Self Hall is being reconstructed in two phases. Phase
one, which dealt with the south end of the building, is
complete, and both the radio station and television
studio have moved from Bibb Graves Hall to their new,
more spacious location in Self Hall. It also includes two
communications classrooms, two equipment labs, and
three faculty offices.
The second phase, renovating the north end of the
building, is anticipated to be completed between March
and May of next year. It consists of four more
classrooms, three labs, eight more faculty offices, a
dean's office, a director's office and the department of
occupational technology.

Maj. John Turner, Dr. Rpbyn wff and Allan Rhodes test the new
equipment in the television studio at Self Hall.

to use a communications facility with equipment that
ranks a s perhaps the most modern in the state, said Dr.
Franklin King, acting head of the department of communications.
"Our main goal here is to expand the communications
curriculum offered here and to get increased involvement from the community. We're after maximum
utilization of this facility. Our equipment offers students
experience that would be difficult to obtain at other
locations," Kine said.

9W, which went on the air in Self Hall Aug. 12, now has
12rooms to operate in, compared to only six in their old
location in Bibb Graves. The radio station now has new
control reels, turntables and other new equipment. They
have also begun using stereo cart machines, which use
tapes similar to eight-tracks and provide a better sound
than records, program director Rich Daniel said.
"Other than adjusting to the move, we are doing very
well," he said. Compared to the old place, this would be
a ten and Bibb Graves would be a one.
The television studio now has five rooms, whereas
they had only one in Bibb Graves. These rooms include:
a video control room, where programs can be
monitored; an audio control room, in which technicians
The multi-million dollar renovation of the building, can control audio for the entire television department
designed by Anniston architect Julian Jenkins, has and new audio can be produced for recording; a 40 by 40
made it possible for students t a p g communications foot two-story television studio.
courses this fall, working at 92J or the televisionstation
(kee sr;LF, f age a)
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Tuition, housing fees increased

Announcements
invites you to attend a student-faculty tea honoring our president, Dr.
Harold McGee, a t Leone Cole Auditorium on Thursday, Sept . 11,4 - 5: 30
-.....

~ t i d e n t sand faculty are invited to attend a preview performance of
'Black Warrior, a play by Annistonian F&ndy Hall. It is a memory play
dealing with the relationship of three graduate friends in Tuscaloosa.
The performance will take place Wednesday, Sept. 10, at 8 p.m. in the
Stone Center Theatre. A seminar on "Developing Comtemporary
Drama" will be taught a t 7 p.m. by Hall and the director, William

____--------------------------.
s e SGA will present a free movie, "Chorus Line," to be sho
tonight at 7 and 9:30p.m. in the Theron Montgomery Building.
The Miss Afro Amer
7:30p.m., in the Leone
rgpresent AAA in the
will model casual and
and talent. All interest
the pageant. For more
advisor, at the Career
Pearl Williams, AAA

................................
Areception for re-entry students will be held Sept. 10 from 3:30 to 4:30t
p.m. in the Home Economics Living Room, Mason Hall. All students 25
or older are invited to attend. A playground will be available for
children. For more information, contact Dr. Thomas a t ext. 4632 or Dr.
Fortenberry a t ext. 4478.

------_

....................

h i e SGA will sponsor a special seminar, "Makings of a Winner," to be
held in Leone Cole Auditorium on Tuesday, Sept. 30, from 6 to 9 p.m.
Learn step by step about makeup, hair, poise, wardrobe, modeling,
movie agencies and commercials for only $10. You will learn how others
have become winners from guidance 'and advise from experts. For
more information, call the SGA office a t 231-5490 or Lvndell Tucker a t

McCiee

(Continued From Page 1)

By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Increases in tuition and housing fees a r e the first step
in a series of measures Dr. Harold McGee will take to
offset a shortage of state funds the University will
receive for the next two years.
Faced with a five percent cut in educational funds
instituted by Gov. Wallace on July 1 and another five to
ten percent proration next year, the Board of Trustees,
under a recommendation by McGee, voted on the increase during their first board meeting with the
president in July.
The increase in tuition, from $400 to $475, and the $35
increase in oncampus housing are expected to generate
nearly $1 million in revenue for the university. However,
with the university losing $3.7 million due to budget cuts
the next two years, there is still a long way to go.
Despite the tuition increase, which is the first since
tuition was raised from $350 to $400 in the fall of 1984,
JSU still ranks a s the lowest priced university in
Alabama.
The board deliberated long and hard before reaching a
decision on exactly how much to increase the fees,
McGee said.

. . .foreign deposit fee also raised
doctor or bank with no problems, but
for foreigners it takes a lot of
paperwork," Smith said. "We (the
university) are responsible for the
foreign students while they are
here; the deposit just ensures that
their needs are met. ''
The foreign deposit is a one-time
deposit that foreign students pay
when registering with the university. It lasts for the duration of their
enrollment and is given back when
they leave the university.
The state proration and school
budget problems did indirectly

By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
b'oreign students attending JSU
this fall, already facing increases in
tuition and housing, have been hit
with another raise in prices - the
foreign deposit fee. It has been increased from $600 to $1000. The
purpose of this deposit, required of
all foreigners attending JSU, is to
help solve any unexpected or
unanticipated delimrnas that may
come up, said Jerry Smith, director
of admissions and records.
"American students can go to the

agam next year, he said that if our state funds are cut each year, JSU may
be forced to have more tuition increases.
"Even with this year's tuition increase, we are still the best buy iq the
state," he said. "Our University is under-funded by the state in relation to
our size. We are the fourth largest university in the state, but the'third
lowest funded out of the 16 state institutions."
Despite the bleakness of the budget sltuatlon, McGee says he sees more
positive than negative at the University.
"JSU is simultaneously an institution with a significant heritage and an
outstanding potential for the future. My priority for its future is that we be
recognized as theoutstanding undergraduate university in Alabama, and
that our students seek us out because of the excellence of the teaching and
learning that takes place here," McGee said.
McGee said his main goals this year are to identify the University's
strengths and weaknesses, evaluate where we are and where we need to go.
"I would like to bring us through our immediate financial problems with
our strengths and opportunities intact and our weaknesses and problems
recognized and being resolved. A manner of reorganization is needed that
will allow the university to communicate effectively and manage it's
resources efficiently," he said.

McGee plans for reorganization include:
-Merging some of the University colleges and departments
"Nine colleges are too many for a university of 7,000 students," McGee
said.
- Revising the governing structure, with new roles and responsiblities
for departments and university committees.
-Reducing teaching loads to 12 hours
McGee says he welcomes suggestions from anyone on campus. In S e p
tember, he plans to appoint a task force of students, faculty and employees
to help provide ideas to aid the University's future.
The recornendations which these task force and self-assessment activities generate will be utilized this year and next year to establish
priorities necessary for JSU to evolve into an "institutional model" for the
future, McGee said.
"My goals to reduce teaching loads, provide academlc support, unprove
the quallty of student life, obtain the equipmefit, materials and people that
students need, and accomplish our mission with a level of excellence, will
reqdire money which can only come from a well planned and executed
universi~,dev~op,ment
program," McGee said. ,
... - . . .
'. .
-
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,

"We had to find a way to increase the university's cash
flow," McGee said, explaining that proration will cut out
20 percent of the state funds the University will receive
for the remainder of the year.
"Since 80 percent of our school budget is used for
payroll, that means we don't really have money left for
anything but salaries for the remainder of the fiscal
year," he said.
McGee said that the estimated budget for the 1986-87
fiscal year will be $26.3. Figures presented in the
proposed budget include: research and public service,
$655,691, compared to $808,931 last year; academic
support (including dean's offices, computer operations),
$2.27 million from $3.13 million; student services (including counseling, student commons, game rooms,
entertainment), $2.15 from $2.3 million; plant operation
and maintenance, $3.42 million from $3.84 million;
scholarships and fellowships, $138,869 from $171,655; and
auxiliary operations will be increased to $2.1 million
from $2.045 million.
McGee says that he plans to have the school budget in
balance by Oct. 1, which is the beginning of the new
fiscal year. An updated version of the budget will be
completed in early October, he said.

and the Anniston Police
nt need your help in
e theft of two Sony 8mm
rneras from Handy TV
ack male and a black female,
approximately 30 years old,
ered the store on Aug. 12, and
on arrival, the black female
stracted the salesman while her
ccomplice was able to steal and
ve the store with two expensive
eras, which had a total value of
approximately $2,100.
The description and serial
numbers of the cameras are a s
l&ny 8mm Video Camera
Serial number 293236, value:

I

l&nv 8mm Video Camera
Seriai number 319133, value: $600
The general description of the two
suspects are:
Black male, approximately 30
years old, 5'7, 160 lbs., cross-eyed
and walks with a limp.
Black female, 5'4, approximately
200 lbs.
Crime Stoppers is paying a cash
reward for information that leads to
the arrest and binding over to the
Grand Jury of the persons involved
in this burglary, or for the recovery
of the stolen property. So if you have
information on this crime or any
other crime, call Crime Stoppers at
2381414. Remember, Crime Stoprs wants your information, not
our name.
. ...' .

S

contribute to the increase, Smith
said, adding that this is the first time
the foreign deposit has been raised
in eight years.
"I know of several institutions,
such as Alabama, that charge a
$2000 foreign deposit," Smith said.
"We're only two-thirds of what our
nearest neighbor, West Georgia,
requires ($1500).
"I'd like to emphasize that even
with the increase in the foreign
deposit, tuition and housing, we are
still the best buy in the Southeast,"
he added.

-
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Educators say geography neglected
JAWSONVILLE - Geography educators say most
Americans don't lmow enough basic geography to
identify the Great Lakes, name one country in Africa, or
locate Manila on a globe.

implement national standards m geographic education.
Their link with NGS places SAGE!s
in an
eight-state alliance which seeks to further promote the
expansion and enhancement of geographic education in
the member states and the nation. SAGE will have

positions open at News Bureau
Students
interested
in
"~lthough
experience
in
photoghaphy or writing can pick up photography is desirable, envaluable experience - and a thusiasm is the number one trait we
paycheck
by working at the look for in our student workers," a
Jacksonville
State
Bureau this fall. University News university spokesman s a i d "We
definitely consider hiring a
The NewsBureau
state and would
student with no photography exlocal news
media about
by providing perience provided he or she is really
pictures
and stories
JSU.
ipterested in the field.

-

(

serves

and United Press International.
,,A job at, the University News
Bureau will provide excellent experience for anyone thinking about
,communications a s a career
choice," the spokesman said. "This
type of job leeks hood on a student's
resume.

WELCOME

STUDENTS
Bring Your Student I.D.
And Rent A VCR For
Receive 1 FREE Movie Rental

* NEW RELEASES *
JACKSONVILLE

I R O N EAGLE
.SPIES LIKE US
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Center for Southern Studies
to sponsor projects next week
Several projects funded through the Center- for
Southern Studies have been scheduled for September.
Three of them take place next week. They include:
Creative Management in Southern Local Governments, a conference to be held Wednesday, Sept. 10,llth
floor of Houston Cole Library from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
public is invited to the conference, which will be free of
charge. A $10registration fee is required from those who
want to attend a luncheon which will feature the keynote
address.
The conference will bring together professionals to
share experiences and insights on a wide range of issues
confronting leaders of local government in the South.
The keynote speaker is Neal Pierce, nationally syndicated columnist and perhaps the best known national
journalist in the field of state and local government. He
is a member of the Washington Post writers group.
Conference panelists will include Perry C.
Roquemore, Jr., executive director of the Alabama
League of municipalitics;Gadsden mayor Steve Means;
Anniston Finance Ilirector Tom Wright; Dr. Keith
Ward, director of thecenter for Governmental Services,
Auburn University; Jim Byram, director of community
development in Bessemer; T. Phillip Dunlap, economic
development manager in Auburn; and David Copeland,
assistant director of the JSU Management Development
Center.

Fminent Scholars Fund
receives contribution

For further informaoon, confict Dr. Jerry L. m t h or
Dr. Jerry D. Gilbert, political science department, ext.
4650, 4106, or 4107.
Mind of the South: Fifty years of Change, a symposium to be held Thursday, Sept. 11, 2 p.m., 11th floor
Houston Cole Library. The symposium's title is taken
from the 50-year-old thesis of Southern journalist Wilbur
J. Cash which concerns the peculiarity and regimentation of the Sciuthern mind.
Panelists will consider the accuracy of Cash's
assessment as it applies to the South then and today.
Four nationally-known scholars will lead the symposium: professor of history Charles P. Roland of the
University of Kentucky; professor of expository writing
Richard Marius of Harvard University; and Chief
Correspondent Marshal Frady of ABC News in New
York.
The papers presented at the symposium will be edited
and published by the Center for Southern Studies. The
editor, professor Calvin Wingo of JSU's history
department, will include an introduction. For further
information, contact Dr. Daniel Hollis, 111, history
department.

"Black Warrior" - This love story-ghost story was
written by Anniston newsman Randy Hall and will begin
next Thursday. The play was the winner of the 1984
Preston Jones New Play Symposium in Houston and the
The morning discussion panel begins at 9:30 a.m. The 1986 Theatre in the Works Program at the University of
luncheon for registered conference guests begins at Massachusetts. It will be presented Sept. 11 - 14. For
11:45. The afternoon panel is scheduled to begin at 1:45. more information, contact the drama department.

Art conference and exhibit planned
L

Campus crimes continue
despite summer break
BY ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Despite a long summer break for
thousands of campus students, the
summer was not all quiet and
peaceful for the University police
department. The department dealt
with several minor incidents and
two major incidents of campus
crime during the summer, said
university police chief David
Nichols.
At approximately midnight on
July 16, a male student entered Bibb
Graves Hall, took a fire extinguisher
from the wall on the second floor and
sprayed the contents all over the
walls and floor. The total damages
exceeded $700.
"Through the investigation of the
police, a suspect was apprehended
shortly thereafter and the fire extinguisher was recovered. He was
arrested and charged with criminal
tampering. We feel that the consumption of alcohol was a con-

Self
"Our television studio compares
easily to Channel 6 in Birmingham,"
said Allan Rhodes, television
production
coordinator.
"It's
smaller than theirs, but just as
versatile and one of the best
equipped in the state.

tributing factor." Nichols said.
At approximately 3 a.m. on July
17, four male students were
discovered trying to break into
Rowan Hall. Clothed only in their
briefs, the four males attempted to
pry open a window in the back of the
dorm, which at the time housed
freshmen females here for orientation.
"Due to the alertness of dorm
guards and police officers, the four
males were apprehended before
getting into the building, arrested
for attempted burglary and placed
in the city jail. The four had been
drinking, so alcohol may have been
a contrib"ting factor," Nichols said.
The four students pleaded guilty to
attempted burglary, a class A
misdemeanor. If they had succeeded in entering the building, they
could have been charged with
burglary, which is a felony, Nichols
said.

wrecked cars" by Instructor Carter
JACKSONVILLE - The JSU art
Osterbind; raku ceramic pieces by
department will present a weekend
instructor Griswold Daniell; a
conference and invitational art
graphic drawing entitled "My
exhibit this month which will take a
critical look at Southern artists and Frisbee Buddy" an several paintings from a continuing series entheir work.
"The Impact of Southern Artists
titled "Construction Series" by
on the Contemporary Art Scene"
instructor Gary Gee; and a print
will bring together outstanding (woodcut), a new series in abstract
artists, noted art educators and art sunsets, and assemblages by
enthusiasts for two lectures and two assistant professor of art Marvin
exhibits.
Shaw. Gallery hours are from 8:30
Sponsored by the Center for a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday - Friday.
Southern studies, the activities will
Events scheduled for the weekend
feature:
art conference include:
- a weekend conierence Sept. 19 - - Reception for the JSU Faculty
21, featuring lectures by Townsend
Wolfe, 111, executive director of the
Arkansas Arts Center, Little Rock,
Arkansas, and Edrnund Burke
Feldrnan, a professor at the
University of Georgia and nationally
known author on art and art
criticism.
- The Southern Contemporary
Artist Invitational Exhibit Sept. 16
through Oct. 23 at the Anniston
Museum of Natural History. The
gallery will be open from 9 a.m. - 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 - 5
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is $2 for
students, $1 for children ages 6 - 17.
The exhibit, with assistance from
the Anniston Museum of Natural
History, will be unique since the
group of selected artists have never
exhibited together in a contemporary Southern artists invitational.
A JSU faculty art exhibit in
Hammond Hall Gallery Sept. 2 - 30.
Faculty exhibits will include
paintings of "run over, paved, or

Art Exhibit, Sept. 19, 7 p.m.,
Harnrnond Hall Gallery.
- Lecture by Townsend Wolfe, III,
Sept. 20, 8 p.m., Stone Center.
- Lecture by Edrnund Burke
Feldman, Sept. 21, 2 p.m., Anniston
Museum of Natural History.
- Reception and exhibit for the
Southern Contemporary Artist
Invitational, Sept. 21, 3-4 p.m.,
Anniston Museum of Natural
History.
All of the events are free and open
to the public. However, due to
limited lecture seating, reservations
will be made by calling 231-5648.

-

In the Tuscaloosa area, call

(Continued From Page 1)
The television department will
employ three staff members, two
full-time faculty members and a few
student workers and volunteers.
Students interns will also work
there.
"That's our main goal - to provide

a program where students can get
involved and gain experience,"
Rhodes said. "We are the elete
communications facility among
state schools. The question ahead of
us is how well we use what we have
here."

A great way d life.

I I
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President has his new job under control
similarities between Virginia and '"1 'h e people have prett)
northeast Alabama. Since both
were carved out of the Ap- much the same names,
palachians, their basic characteristics are the same. He said the same attitudes and
driving through this part of
Alabama was just about the same as the s a n e ways about
He appears well-versed in the driving through Virginia or the them
functions and operations of the Carolinas.
university- like he knows what he's
subjects and is willing to provlcie
"The people have pretty much the statistics and figures for reference.
doing.
The first thing one notices
upon entering his office is same names, the same attitudes and
In addressing the problem of
organization. Most everything is in the same ways about them," he
student apathy, he mentioned
its place- not even the empty wall on said.
several ideas that he has in mind to
the far corner could take away from
He added that Anniston is very try and rectify the situation inthe neatness of the place. Three
boxes stacked beneath the empty similar in many respects to his wife cludulgactivites during weekdays to
attract commuters and resident
wall are evidence that McGee has Gayle's hometown of Lynchburg.
students alike.
been here only three short months.
The McGee's miss their family
Before coming to JSU, McGee
Arranged on both sides of his desk
are two beautifully painted ducks and friends back in Virginia, but served as head of special education
arranged on either side. Notes, have come to feel at home here at services for James Madison
pens, coffee mugs and other per- Jacksonville State. They have found University in Virginia in 1975. From
sonal effects are distributed neatly the people are generally warm, 1976-80 he was head of the
psychology department. He then
atop the wide expanse of desk. The hospitable and caring.
held the position of assistant to the
only things that seem out of place
The president and his family had president and director of the
are two small toys huddled amidst
the other objects. One is a bright red planned to travel around the state division of graduate studies during
f i e engine, the other a little white and visit several scenic and the period 197880. He became vice
choo choo train. They contrast recreational areas, but because of presided for student affairs in 1980,
sharply with the dignity of the their extremely hectic schedule, and vice president for adthey have only been able to visit a ministrative affairs and professor of
remaining presidential objects.
few places. Cheaha, Guntersville psychology in 1982.
Behind his desk there are assorted and Huntsville are amona the few
McGee
books and journals overshadowed sigh6 they have seen.
McGee previously served as
by a huge potted plant that appears jokingly says he has had to adjust to founding president of Piedmont
to burst forth out of the brass pot driving on Alabama roadways. He Community' College located in
that houses it. Under and around has already discovered shortcuts to Charlottesville, Virginia from 1971this canopy of green sit still more Birmingham and Atlanta, and said 1975. Before McGee left there, the
ducks, perched in front of rows of he is also adapting to what he refers college had grown to 2,000 students
books on either side. Above them to as a lack of roadsigns in this state. and was fully accredited by the
hangs a calendar photograph
Southern Association of Colleges
He mused that in Alabama there
containing shadowy features of
waterfowl against a drab earthy are no signs to tell you where you and Schools. Prior to this he held a
are, or where you're going.
background.
position in the U.S. Office office of
Education in Charlottesville, Va.,
Why all the ducks?
- While talking to him, one can and was dean of admissions and
McGee said he simply likes to look immediately tell that McGee is registratiop at Old D o w i o n
at them. He doesn't hunt them, just willing to openly and honestly an- University. He had also served as
enjoys looking at them. Being from swer questions on budget cuts, provost for Tidewater Community
the Chesapeake Bay area, McGee proposed changes for the university College in Portsmouth, Va.
in administrative academic issues,
feels they are a common sight.
received his bachelor's degree
Perhaps this is his way of bringing a and issues of funding for various in He
secondary education and history
university athletic programs. He from
little of Virginia to Alabama.
Old Dominion University. He
McGee talked about
t ! ~ appears knowledgeable on all
BY STEVEN ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
There is an air of informality as
Dr. Harold McGee, president of
Jacksonville State University,
discusses plans for this school year.

-

-

McGee and his wife, Gayle, and Andrew
f i s t lady and attending to thew tow
year old son,Andrew. She also has
three stepchildren: Harold Jr., 23, a
real estate agent in aarlottesville,
Va.; Margaret, 20, a psychology
major at the University of Virginia;
and Matthew, 12, who attends
middle school in Charlottesville.
The McGees are excited abeut
living in Jackwville and look
Mrs. McGee will devote full time forward to becoming a r ~active part:
,to being Jacksonville State's new of the city and university.

also holds a master's degree m
guidance and a doctorate in counseling, both from the University of
Virginia.
McGee has also had several articles published in professional
journals. and has presented papers
to
various
academic
and
professional groups.

Clem adds new life tcI Weslev Foundation
BY STEVENROBChanticleer Senior Editor
He is welldressed, but has a casual air. His smile highlights the glow of
optimism people notice each time they see him. His genuine concern for
students and faculty is evident even though he has been here only three
short months.
Dale Clem, newly appointed Wesley House minister, bubbles over with
enthusiasm. His easy-going nature and likeable personality make you feel
comforpble and at ease around him.

Born in Decatur and rearedin Huntsville, he received his undergraduate
degree from BirminghamSouthern College. His graduate work was done
at Duke U~versityDivinity School.
It was a t Duke that he met his wife of two years,Kelly, who is now
ministering at the First Methodist Church in Anniston. She is originally
from Virginia.

Clem

This will be Clem's first job as a, Wesley House minister. He has
previously worked with campus ministries at the University of AlabamaHuntsville, and was active in social issues while in divinity school.
He has also served in world missions. In Birmingham, England, he dealt
with the problems of inner city poverty. Poverty was also his major
concern while doing missionary work in Mexico. Clem has also traveled in
Europe and the Middle East.
"I've found that wherever I go, people are people," he said a s he
discussed the problems of world poverty and hunger. Dealing with these
problems are high on his list of priorities. This is evident in his active
support of Bread for the World, an organization that works to get
legislation passed through U.S. Congress to feed the hungry.
Clem hopes to be able to work with studenta this year inqerforming
services to the c o f i ~ . - ~ l ~ n C f uworking
d e at soup kitchens

J

dispensing food to the needy. He wants students here to take an a c w e
interest in community affairs.
At the Wesley House, he hopes to minister to students, faculty and staff.
He will strive to help students understand what they are learning and
experiencing in college and how this relates to their faith.
Fall activities, which are open to students of all faiths, include a newly
instituted worship service to be held on Monday nights a t 6:30 pm in McClure Chapel. During these services, subjects relating to college life will
discussed.
A d h e r program will also be held each Sunday night at 6:00 p.m. at the
Wesley House. The price of the dinner will be $1per person.
The Wesley House will also provide counseling services for students and
faculty who need someone to listen and to give them Christian advice.
"I believe adjusting to college life, especially the first two months, can
leave people very lonely. Students are experiencing things that they were
not exposed to in their home situation. We hope that we (the Wesley
House] can be an alternative to these things and that students will come
and talk to us to help them get over the blues," Clem said.
He also is planning a tri: to New York City and washington, D.C. in
conjunction with the Wesley Foundation at Louisiana State University.
In his spare time, Clem enjoys reading fiction and singing folk music.
His favorite musical artists include James Taylor and Dan Fogelberg.
He is alsq abig Atlantic Coast Conference basketball fan, and follows the
games, especially the Duke games.
He and his wife enjoy repelling and canoeing. As a matter of fact, his gift
to his wife on her birthday was a new canoe.
Having only been in Jacksonville since June llth, the Clems haven't had
the chance to meet many people yet, but they enjoy living here and are
looking forwardto working with the student body this fall.
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Flax proves to be man of a thousand moves at TMB
BY VICKY WALLACE
Editor-in-Chief
Montgomery Building.
He can be seen a t all times in the
Student Government Association
office typing, talking on the
telephone or having a friendly
conversation with people as they
pass his Office On the fourth
During last fall and spring
semester, he could be seen each
Wednesday on the third floor a t both
the 7 and the 9:30 p.m. movie
sponsored by the SGA's Cinematic

"Well, I liked the reputation
public administration and to serve a
second term a s the SGA business
manager.
Raised in thevirgin Islands where
the English-speaking population has
grown to nearly 110,000, Kaleb
enrolled a s a first-time freshmen
during the fall of 1983.
Why move from a place where
most people consider it a dream to
at least spend a honeymoon or

The unobservant student might
take this coincidence and say,He
must really like this movie to see it
twice," or "I think he hangs around
this place because he has nothing to
do." Few people knew during the
fall and spring semesters of last
year that the movie they were
watching each week was the result
of his coincidental presence -that he
was literally "the man behind the
3 camera.
This man of a million moves in
TMB is Kaleb Angelo Flax.

Campus in the

E ~ : : : ~ ~

~~~,",""m~$,~
Like most freshmen, he felt alone
and as if he was on the outside
looking in simply because he did not
h o w anyone.
"It was then that I decided to join
a fraternity, Alpha, Phi Alpha, and
through joining them, 1 got to be a
SGA representative," he said.

-Susan Granger, WMCA RADIO

Traffic has campus in a jam
BY STEVEN ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor

spaces for commuters," Nichols According to regulations, the sticker
said.

years.

Wednesday Sept. 10
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
With experience in the ins and outs
of university traffic comes the
daredevil-like ability to successfully
dash from Stone Center to Bibb
Graves without loss of life or limb.
Thisloss of course refers to all those
within a three mile radius.

3rd Floor
campus community,"

addition of at least 1500 or so freshmen drivers. It usually takes these
first year students a semester or two
to adjust.

1-800-292-8127
-

Faculty, Staff, Students, &
Every Member of Your Family.
SERVICES INCLUDE:

According to University police
chief David Nichols, there a r e three

Free Checking
Certificates of Deposit
IRA Accounts

buildings. One solution to this
problem would be for students who
live in dorms to walk to as many
classes as possible. This would
alleviate some of the heavier traffic
and would ,provide
more
parking
.,*
,
.,

ANNISTON HEALTH & SICKROOM SUPPLIES
930 Keith Avenue Anniston, Alabama 36201

In-state WATS Line
Open End Loans
VISA Credit Cards
Fast Service
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Rives named as new acting university librarian
Deleath Rives of Gadsden has
been appointed acting librarian at
Houston Cole LIbrary.
Rives, director of the Instructional Media Center for the
past four years, will oversee all
library operations until the
University can appoint a head

F'la x (Continued From Page 8)
Kaleb chose not only to get his feet
wet when he joined the SGA, but he
jumped in head first ready and
willing to play a part after he
became so impressed with the
organization's
professionalism and
purpose.
Former SGA President Michael
French was so impressed with
Kaleb that he appointed him
Cinematic Arts Council Chairman
during the summer of 1985. This new
appointment consisted of running
the projector, supervising concession personnel, and taking care
of audio and visual details. SGA
President Vonda Barbour shose to
reappoint him for the 1986-87
academic year.
Kaleb did not limit himself to just
SGA activites and his fraternity. His
list of extracurricular activites grew
to include: Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity, the Afro-American
Association, American Society for
Personnel Administrators, Society
for Advancement of Management,
and the National Association of
Campus Activities.
"1 see myself a s a student
representative, because that's what
we (the SGA) do. I joined the clubs
that I did, because each provided the
student with some sort of service,"
he maintained.
As business manager, Kaleb's
responsibilities include assisting the
president with certain projects,
overseeing the college credit card
program, working in coordination
with the SGA Executive officers and
senators in promoting all SGAsponsored functions and assisting in
all business transactions with
clients, and duties directed by the
SGA president.
In his spare time, he enjoys
traveling, writing poetry, and
learning foreign languages and
dialects.
His undergraduate years helped
him
mature
mentally
and
psychologically, he said, by learning
a lot about woole and attitudes and
how to deai wih both. Following a
philosophy of "maximum effort
equals personal success" allowed
him to achieve a reputation of being
a responsible, punctual, dependable,
ambitous, high achiever.
For years the problem of student
apathy has continued to be a
nuisance and the SGA a s well a s
other campus orgnaizationa and
clubs have tried to combat the
disease which starts at the freshmen
level.
"A lot of these people don't see
organizations doing something or
being worthwhile in their eyes. They
are looking from the outside in and
don't know what is going on which
makes them reluctant to join an
organization. As freshmen, they
should be urged a t Step-Up to join
activities but not retard their
academic growth," he advised.
As a 1986 Who's Who Among
American
Universities
and
Colleges, Kaleb said it is possible to
be a full-time student involved in
extracurricular activities while
maintaining an academic schedule
but adds,You just have to set your
goals and principles, and never
forget why you're up here."
,

*

d

-
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librarian to replace D r . Alta
Millican who retired June 30.
His duties will include administering the library budget,
approving purchases, preparing
administrative reports concerning
library operations, and supervising
library personnel.
"Deleath Rives is a n exceptionally capable person. The
library is in good hands," Dr. James
Reaves, vice president for academic
affairs, said.
An Albertville native, ~
i
experience includes two years at
Snead State Junior College, where
he administered a learning
resources project. He also worked
five years as director of curriculum
materials for Gadsden City schools,

.

I
1
1
I
1

from~ Auburn
~ University
~
j in 1973.
Rives' duties a t the instructional
media center will be taken over
temporarily by Don Bennett of
Homewood, who is enrolled in the
graduate program a t JSU.
In his free time, Kives is activelv

TWOSAUSAGE
BlsculTs 99c

Offer good at partlc~pat~ng
Hardee's' restaurants
Please present coupon before order~ngCustomer
must pay any sales tax due Coupon value lllOOth
of a cent Offer expires September 30,1986.

Hardee's on Campus
Located in the Montgomery Building

L

and a total of 18 years a s a high
school band director at Gadsden and
Jacksonville High Schools. He also
started the music program a t
Gaston High School in the Etowah
County School System.
A 1953 graduate of Albertville
High School, Rives received a
bachelor degree in music education
from JSU in 1957, a master degree in
music education from the univer~ i t yof Alabama
in 1965, and
AA
certification
in educational
media

r

m

Dur~ngBreakfast Hours

r

m

-

-
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involved with the Gadsden ~ i v i :
Theater. For the past five years, he
has directed the music for their
productions.
Being-a big fan of jazz music, he
performs with a jazz group from
Gadsden. They perform a t the
Iandmqrk restaurant, and also at
wedding receptions and other social
gatherings.

~ i ' g h l i ~ h of
t s his musical career
include performing jazz a t the New
Orleans World's Fair, and playing at
the W.C. Handy Jazz festival in
Florence for the past three years.
Rives is married to the former
Miss Gloria Wright of Talladega,
who is reference librarian a t
Gadsden State Community College.
4

Give a hoot.
L)on 't pollute.
t
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DELUXE;
FRIES,BIG
AND
LARGE SOFT
DRINK $2.19

Offer good at part~c~pat~ng
Hardee'serestaurants
Please present coupon before ordenng Customer
must pay any sales tax due Couponvaluel/lOOth
of a cent Offer expires September 30,1986.

Hardee's on Campus
Located in the Montgomery Building
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Gabbing With Gibbs

Sorority rush brings lifelong friends
By TZENA CIBBS
Entertainment Editor
Hello and welcome to the friendliest campus in the South. What
better way to begin a college career
than with the fun and excitement of
sorority rush?
Rush week began August 24 with a
short orientation on what the :~eek
would bring. On Monday, the real
excitement, began.

In one week, a rushee must decide
what sorority she wants to be a part
of for the rest of her-life. .
A sorority will be a home away
from home for young women during
their four years a t college. The
great decision to make during rush
is not to find the best sorority. All
national sororities a r e good. The
great decision is to find the best
sorority suited to each individual's

It doesn't take a degree in economics to appreciate the benefits of
Check-for-Less.
Benefitslike the $1.50a month
service charge, free personalized
checks and no minimum balance
requirement. Locations that are
convenient for both parents and
students. Plus a freeWilliamTellercard that gives you 24-hour access

needs.
Every sorority has
something different to offer, just a s
each individual is different.
College is the t i e when a young
women's idealism burns brightest,
when life long goals are set, and
when life's ambitions are defied. A
young woman will often make three
great decisions during her college
career.
She will choose her
profession, perhaps her husband
(See GIBBS, Page 11)

to more than 350 William Teller
and Alert locations statewide.
Best of all, you can open your
account at home and use it at any
ArnSouth location. Whlch makes
Check-for-Less one of the smartest
books
you can
carry to
.
school. For Your Growing Needs.

-

-
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Why SoMany

StudentsAreTakin~This

I

You may find it surprisi r that
~ up to 60% of all
cancers can be prevented.
BYavoiding excessive exp&ure to sinlight, by not
rmokingcigarcttes,by not
owr.;atinq and by f d o w
ing a diet hi* in fiber and
bw in fat.
The battk isn't over but
we are winning.
Please support the
American Cancer Society.

I
A7
c)lsKh AmSouth Bank N 4 There
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no charge o n the f ~ r \ 3
t 1 chcck5 \ \ r tren cdch month Addlrlonai c h c ~ k ..Ire 2% eaLh ,Memkr FDIC
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The-Not-Only-ForFreshmen Flyer
A day in the life of a typical freshman

By

,
.

,,c,.ain

I

(Editor's note: The following article was done bv former staff member
R. Stacy McCain in a ~ e p t e m b e r1,1983 supplement issue of THE CHANTICLEER.
1. BRAIN-Although eager for knowledge, it has its problems. First of all,
it is still slightly muddled from the "Gamma Delta Iota Fourteenth Annual
Back-~oSchool-Welcome-Freshmen-Twenty-Megaton-Atomic
Blast and
Guzzling Contest" last night.
Secondly, it is confused because in search of his 8:45 a.m. English comp
class, he made the crucial mistake of asking a witty senior senior for
directions. He is now behind the "third door on the right, and wondering if
all Jax State classrooms have tile walls and sinks.
Finally, it is beginning to register doubt, and wondering why all those
girls a r e screaming a t him.
.
2. HAIR-Unwashed, due to another ot our hero's crucial mistakes. You
see, the poor boy left his shampoo in the shower while going back to his
room to get a toothbrush ...Now, a sophomore from Glencoe is in possession
of a free bottle of $5.95 Pierre d'Aragon Designer Balsam and Egg Yolk
Hair Cleanser (Oily Formula).
3. WORRIED E~PRESSION-caused by several things, among them the
screaming girls (No. I), his trial schedule's condition (No. 16), and guilt
caused by No. 20.
\
4. EARS-Exposed by haircut which his mother suggested (Oh you'll look
somature.) before heleft. Also, slight deafness due to overexposure to loud
music (Gap Band, mainly a t last night's party.
5. SKIN CONDITION-A stubborn and tenacious reminder of his affection
for large orders of french fries.
6. LIGHT FUZZ-The poor child hopes it will eventually replace No. 5. It is
light brown in color and sparse. Also, his mother would never let him grow
it in high school and will die of a heart attack if she ever sees it. By the way,
his electric razor went the way of his shampoo (see No. 2).
7. EAGER SMILE-As if he needed it, it helps tell everyone that he is
indeed a novice and thinks college is a big deal. May be somewhat encouraged by embarrassment (see No. 1).
8. JAX STATE T-SHIRT-Purchased at Bookstore (price, $12.95-see No.
14) and meant to impress girls. Of course, this is a dead give away that he
in high school.
is a freshman -something that only impresses juniors
..
9. NECK CHAIN - Real cool, huh? Supports girl-back-home's class ring.
By the way, she will be dumped in three week's time ( I want to date other
people...Can we still be friends?) when Dilbert goes out with a sophomore
drama major named Juanita (see No. 20)...
10. NAME TAG - Since Dilbert overslept this morning, he pulled on the
first thing on top of his dirty clothes stack - the same shirt he wore to last
night's party (see No. 1).Poor kid. . .he doesn't realize that he threw up all
over it last night.
11. BICEPS - Strengthened by work-out last night - four sets of 12
repetitions each, 12 ounce "weights." At this rate, he'll soon outgrow No.
13.
12. BOOKS - Titles: A ~ e t h o s eof Alchemy; London: 1543, Edited by
Tomaas of Inverness; Technique della Philosephe; Toldeo, Italy; 1603,
Universitia Societas D'acadernia; and Mein Gesundheit; Munich: 1722, by
Wilhelm Meisterburger.
Why, you may ask, would anyone want these books? You see, they were
sold to the unsuspecting Dibert by a junior psych major, whose aquaintance with the boy began with the whispered words, Psst . . . C'mere.
Wanna buy some books, cheap?" For the paltry sum of $73.59 (which,
coincidentally, was the amount of Dil's check book balance a t the time),
Dilbert acquired these volumes, which a r e utterally useless to his needs,
and have been out of print for 200 years or more. By the way, someone does
want these books - they were stolen from the rare bookroom a t the
University of Nepal, Katmandu Annex.
13. BELT - Helps support jeans (see No. 21) and displays novelty belt
buckle.
14. RIGHT HIP POCKET - Contains wallet, depleted by his foolish
purchases (Numbers 12 and 8). Also, home of an incredibly overdrawn
checkbook. Dilbert is remediating Algebra.
15. COIN POCKET - Contains the pnone n&ber of Juanita, a sophomore
drama major and transfer student from CUNY,'whom Dilbert met a t a
party last night. This was acquired due to Dibert's charming and witty
repartee': "Hi, my name's Juanita, what's yours?" "Dddilbert." "Oh,
what a cute name." "W-w-what a c-cute cleavage." No, Dilbert is not
ordinarily a stutterer, but if you could see Juanita -WOW.
16. TRIAL SCHEDULE - The product of marathon session with Dilbert's
advisor, it is voided. It seems that our hero's parents sent his c o n f i a t i o n
fee to Jacksonville, FLORIDA. He doesn't know it yet, but when next he
registers his classes will include a 4: 30 a.m. course in Elementary Physics
and an 8 p.m. Anatomy Lab.
17. NO UNDERWEAR - Dilbert has only the vaguest trace ol a memory
of trying toimpress Juanita by hoisting it up the flagpole of Gamma house.
It's still there.
18. LETTER TO MOM - In which the boy reassures his dear Mother that
hais following all her advice (see No. 20). Of course, this is a bold-face lie.
19. KNEES - Very shaky, due to the screaminggirls (see No. 1).

20. ADVICEFROM MOM-Alist of will broken on his first date with
25rules, 17 of which were violated a t Juanita (pi, senor).
last night's party, four of the
21. C U F F S - C ~ U
by~the
~ ~jeans,
remaining ones will be broken which his M~~ said heYd grow
tomorrow night a t the "Annual Triinto when she bought t h e q in
Phi Drink, down, or die-Toxic
1981..
Psychoses Ball, and the other four

22. PENNY LOAFERS The
salesman said they'd be all the rage.
They are- all the guys in the dorm
are wearing them, too. .Contains a
dime, with which Dilbert is supto call his Mom- except
phone calfs are 25 cents.
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(Staff welcomes new1
students to campus
Dear Freshmen:

0x1behalf of the entire CHANTICLEER staff, I would like to welcome
you to Jacksonville State University, "the Friendliest Campus in the
south."
As you become familiar with your campus surroundings, you will be
able to see that Jacksonville State University offers its students the best
d both worlds - academically and socially. The academic world is
definitely expanding a t this university. The renovation of Self Hall to
accommodate all communication classes, the campus radio and
television station and the addition to the College Of Humanities and
Social Sciences are just a few.
As far a s the social world, JSU offers something for everyone. The
campus is filled with fraternity-sorority activities, sports events, and
music and drama productions for the choosiest person to have his or her
pick.

As a staff consisting of mostly juniors and seniors, we a r e glad you
chose this university to spend your first year. Of course, it is with
prejudice that we say',rhis isthe best university you'll ever attend and
you'll never regret it."

THE CHANTICLEER is the student newspaper written by and for the
students. Our staff is composed of well qualified writers who know the
importance of accurate reporting. The newspaper was begun 50 years
ago, in 1934, a s an outlet for the students. Over the years, each staff has
tried to make the paper improve more in content and quality than the
staff before it - we are no exception.

I

We welcome letters to the editor by students and faculty who feel the
need to speak out on issues of concern or articles written by the staff.
In the corning academic year students may take advantage of our
announcement column, and Tzena GibWs "Gabbin' with Gibbs" column
for all fraternity - sorority news.

If you know of a newsworthy event going on pertaining to the campus,
either visit THE CHANTICLEER office in room 102 TMB or call 2314701 and let us know in advance of the event and we will be glad to cover
it. Our senior staff includes: Roy Williams; Steven Robinson, features;
Tzena Gibbs, entertainment; Thomas Ballenger, sports; and Scott
Boozer, ad sales. These people are willing to listen to new ideas and help
you anyway they can.
Should any of you have previous experience working on newspapers,
yearbooks, or literary magazines, we encourage you to come by and
meet all the staff personally and consider becoming a part of your
newspaper.
As editor, I invite any student to come by and talk to me anytime the
need arises. If I can make your freshmen year any easier, I will be mosl
happy to help you in any way I cari.
Good luck in all of your endeavors this year at JSU.

Sincerely,
Vicky Wallace

Town has average excitement
BY STEVEN ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
A small southern town steeped in history and
tradition-that's Jacksonville. A metropolis of swinging
nightclubs and sizzling hotspots-that'snot Jacksonville.
Yet' this city nestled in the foothills of the A p
palachians does have quite a bit to offer its residents.
Food is always in season and there are plenty o. ating
establishments from which to choose. For a nice
leisurely meal, Jacksonville offers something to please
everyone's tastes, including the Peking Restaurant (on
Pelham Road next to Boozer's store), the Village Inn (on
Clinton Street), and O'Riley's (on highway 21 south).
If fast food better suits your palate, then there's still
no problem. A quick trip down Pelham Road will unveil
a barrage of fast food joints. From burgers to pizza to
tacos, and everything in between, you're certain to find

VONDABARBOUR
President

GREG HARLEY
Treasurer

KELLY McCRELESS
Vicepresident

KALEB F W (
Business Manager

snmethin~vni~like.
For all you party-type people, several establishments
are open for business. Brother's Bar, and Katz are
aiming to please.
If you've been looking for a movie theater, bowling
alley, roller skating rink or an amusement park around
here, forget it. There are none. Yet, the situation is not
hopeless. A quick drive to Anniston or Gadsden might fit
the bill. If not, an extended road trip to Birmingham or
Atlanta will yeild activities and amusements galore.
Back on campus, one can almost always find plenty to
do. Athletic events, clubs, fraternities, fraternities,
sororities and several religious organizations sponser
activities throughout the school year. Look around, find
out what you like and get involved.
This small north Alabama community is your new
home for the next four years. Make the most out of it,
and find out what college life is all about.

Dear students,
As president of the Student
Government Association, I feel it is
the S.G.A.'s responsibility to let
students know what we have made
available to them and the goals we
are trying to accomplish.
When 1 ran for the office of the
president, many students felt that
the SGA needed to be more studentoriented and represent students
better. To solve this problem. we
have established a leaders council
which will consist of the major
located on the first floor where
4.
Movie calenders are now
student leaders on campus.
snacks a r e sold. This will give
available which lists the Wednesday
night movies shown on campus for
Our first meeting wih be Sep- students a n easier access to the copy
$1 in the TMB Building.
tember 4, 1986, hosted by Dr. Harold machine.
McGee and myself. This will allow
2. We have established for the
5. A major event is planned
us to share ideas, plan activities, JSU strldent access to the America's
and hear the voice of students so we First Credit Union which gives September 11 honoring President
can work together, to accomplish students cheaper checking ac- Harold McGee. All students are
invited and encouraged to attend.
more.
counts, and higher interest or^
savings. They are very helpful m
Wanting to serve you to the best ot
BENEFITS FOR YOU,
giving student loans. You will find my ability, I am
THE STUDENT :
more information about this cred2
union in your P.O. Box.
Vonda Barbow
President of the Student Goverr1 The SGA has mstaliea a copy
3. Student Insurance brochures
ment Association
machne in the Merrill Building are available in the SGA offi-ix
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Purpose

Place

i

V

Hours

Location

-

Breakfast
- . -Mon. to Fri. 6:459:30 a.m. Sat. and Sun 8-9
Lunch-Mon. to Fri. 1la.m.-2:30 p m . Sat
121 p . n .
Sun. 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Dinner
Mon. to -Thurs.- 4-6 p.m. Fri. 4:30-6:30 and
Sat. 5-6 p.m.

Jack Hopper Dining Hall

Pig out

SAGA Food Service

-

________--.-------Roundhouse

--------------------------------------------------------------Near Computer Center on the
1-9 p.m. every day
Recreation
Quad
-----------------------------Party legally
Behind Jack Hopper Dining Hall
-----------------------------------------

-L----.---------------------------------..---L

__

LeonF Cole

1

stf lo rof 1

____--__________r---------------------

Mon. to Fri. 7 a.m. to19p.m.; Home game Sat.; Closed

2nd Floor TMB

Fast food pig out

on Sundays,
Hardees
----------------.............................................................
Business office
Money payments
Bibb Graves
Mon. to Fri. - 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
--___-....................
---------------

- - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - _ - _ - - - - - -

4th floor, TMB

TO offer suggestions benefiting student life
To offer your writing services

Hours for these office vary.

TO
experience
oker any writing or photography

1st floor of TMB

__________ _ - ....................
_ Mail ~ e _n &_
_ - _ _ _ _Find out no one
_ _ writes
_ _ you _ - - _ - _ _

15
Tnfirrnarv

T~ get better aft,,r the ,Rou&ouse

Between S ~ a r h nand Maso Doctor is there: Mona4 Wed. 8-9: 15 a.m.:l'hurs.

party

M :15.

Freshmen: Learn the ropes early to avoid failing in college
BY STEVEN ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
Don't bother me; I'm having a
crisis. This could well be the motto
of college freshmen all over the
world. This holds true for this
campus a s well.
Fall brings changes not only in
nature, but in people and places. It
marks the end of summer bliss and
leisure. The first few weeks of
college bring to a close an era spanningl2 years for those who will, for
the next nine months, be referred to
as "fresh~nenl'
College life causes drastic
changes in the lives of thousands of
~mpressionable high
school
graduates each year. Removal from

a structured family environment,
saying farewell to friends, and the
challenge of undergraduate studies
appear as mountains overshadowing
the road to adulthood. Some never
adjust and thus fail to deal with such
~roblems.Thev soon return home.
- Others,
finally cut the
apron strings (but usually not the
purse strings) dive headfirst into the
chaotic subculture known to many
a s college social life. Parties, dates,
pubs, fraternities, sororities, clubs,
athletic events, and new "wild and
crazy" friends permeate every
waking moment. So what if no place
is found in their hectic schedules for
classwork? Priorities first, you
know.

Amidst these first year party
anlmals exists another group
(usually a minority faction) whose
sole purpose in life is academics.
They eat, sleep, and breathe their
curriculum. Eighteen to 21 hours
are mandatory course loads. Who
needs a social life, anyway?
Wasting such valuable study time
would be sacrilege.
Wlthin the two extremes there

dwells a group who, from the word
go, put their new lives in working
order. These freshmen learn to
budget their time to get the most out
ot every minute. Allotments for
classwork, social functions and trips
home to family and friends all
balance out. Such planning nips the
dreaded enemy of all unsuspecting
treshmen in the bud. This enemy, of
course, IS the lnfamous one semester

syndrome. Learn to recognize its
symptoms early. It could save you a
lot of time (not to mention
preventing baldness caused by
excessiite hair-pulling). And if you
should find yourself already in the
grlps ot this dastardly foe, just stop
tor a second. Get your warped head
back on straight. Then start over,
and put the FRESH back in freshman.

b

Terri's Hair
Designers
22 Public SquareJacksonville
Distributor of Kenra Hair CareProducts
On The Square

Better get used to it
By VICKY WALLACE
Editor-in-Chief
Okay, so you have miraculously made it through registration. You
survived your first couple of days of going to the wrong class or going to the
right class at the wrong time. You are beginning to accept your roommate's weird habits. Now what?
There a r e other things about campus life that each freshmen must get
used to in order fit in and not be locked into. the "freshmen s ~ n h o m e "
(carrying around your orientation folder and looking like a geek the rest of
your 4-5 years here).
1. Cockroaches' the dorms.
2. Bad food in e cateteria.
3. Traffic jams a t International House corner.
4. Sub-zero temperatures a t Stone Center.
5. Noisy neighbors.
6. Having all your teachers act a s if theirs is your only class.
7. Having three tests on the same day.
8. Studying at the library instead of your room.
9. Misadvisement.
10. Parking woes.
11. Buying books that are never used.
12. Buying books that you can't sell back because they a r e changing
editions.
13. Fraternity parties held during the week.
14. False fire alarms at Sparkman.
15. Seeing trees rolled with toilet paper.
16. Carrying your VALIDATED Student ID card with you everywhere
except the bathroom.
17. Fraternities "steppin" on the rock (parking lot of Pamell Hall).
18. Going through Merrill Hall to get to Stone Center,
19. Dodging automobiles as you w a l ~across the crosswalk in front of
Brewer.
20. Going to your JSU mailbox everyday to find out no one writes yo^.
21. The campus being iike a deserted island every weekend.
22. Disagreeing with your R. A. who tells you that playing your [avorite
rnusic at volume 10 is too loud,
23. Guys attempting $0sneak into female dorms after visiting hours.

205-435-9756

Come See Us ForA Curl, Cut
Qr Whatever You Need.
USA discount cards honored through 9-30-86.

Call today for an appointment !
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World premiere of "Black Warrior" next week
A

JACKSONVILLE- An "unholy
trio," a love affair gone dangerously
awry and a malign ghost that stalks
a n eerie, ruined courtyard at the
University of Alabama make up the
ingredients of a powerful, poignant
drama, "Black Warrior," which has
its world premiere Sept. 11-14 at
Jacksonville State University in the
Ernest Stone Performing Arts
Center.
Presented under the auspices of
JSU's Center for Southern Studies,
"Black Warrior," by Anniston
playwright Randy Hall, will be one
of the most distinguished productions mounted in Calhoun County
since the Alabama Shakespeare
Festival.
The
cast
features
three
professional actors from AtlantaEddie King, Nita Hardy, and Peter
M. Thomassokas well as two JSU
students-Tara Bennett and Lee
Pope.,
The guest director is W i a m
Partlanm, one of the most important
young directors in the nation, and
the atmospheric setting will be done
by JSU drama department chairman Carlton Ward. Dena Kirkland
is production manager and Jim
Jensen is stage manager.
The play is being produced for the
*JSUCenter for Southern Studies by
Josephine E. Ayers of Partnerships,
Incorporated Ayers is the former
Executive Producer of the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival.
"Black Warrior" is a complex
examination of love, betrayal and
regret. It tells the story of Doug
q m n d , a Putlizer Prize-winning

Gabbing

"A love story told in
the form of a ghost

story"
novelist, who returns to the office in
Woods Quad at the University of
Alabama which he once shared with
a briiiant young poet, Julian Moore,
and an older graduate student,
Rosemary Coleman.
Transfixed by the atmosphere of
the crumbling Tuscaloosa court
,yard, Townsend relives the night 10
years before when the friendship,
overloaded with misunderstandings
and opposing needs, exploded in a
blaze of pain, betrayal, and death.
Hall, whose comedg:'Arts and
Leisure," recently completed a
highly successful run during Anniston's Festivanni, describes
"Black Warrior" as a love story told
in the form of a ghost story.
The play examines a friendship
between three good, decent people
who love each other, and the forces
that lead them to betray each other.
The question is why do they do what
they do? At what point do one's
personal needs override the welfare
of others? What is selfishness, and
what
is
necessary
selfpreservation?
"In 'Black Warrior,' I was concerned with writing actions and
letting the moral chips fall where
they may. I hope the audience will
a d
leave debating what happen:!
who-if anyone-is to blame.
"Black Warrior" has already won
several national awards. It was

chosen for tne 1984 Preston Jones
New Plavs Symposium in Houston,
Texas; the 1986 Theater in the
Works program at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst, Mass.;
and was a runner-up in the 1985
Forrest RobertsShiras Institute
playwriting contest in Wisconsin. It
has had three staged readings in
New York. Hall's other works include "Arts and Leisure" which also
has been produced in Memphis and
Philadelphia, and "The Widow's
Best Friend," which premiered in
San Mateo, Calif. earlier this
summer.
A long-time drama critic and
copyeditor for the The Anniston
Star, Hall recently was awarded a
$5,000 fellowship grant by the
Alabama State Council on the Arts
and Humanities.
Eddie King, who plays the poet,
Julian Moore, is a fixture in Atlanta
theater circles. A graduate of
Carnegie-Mellon University, King
appeared in "Blue Widow" at
Alliance Theatre, as
Posthumous Cloten in "Cymbeline,"
and General JEB Stuart in
"Stonewall Country" at Lime Kiln
Arts, Lexington, Va., as the young
priest in "Mass Appeal" at Nexus,
and a s Berowne in "Love's Labour's
Lost" at the Atlanta Theater
ASsociation. He is also active in
film and television work.
Nita Hardy, a regular of the
Atlanta-produced soap opera, "The
Catlins," will play Rosemary
Coleman. Hardy combines stints as
a nightclub singer (in New York, St.
Louis, and Savannah) with a film

'I'wo cast members rehearse for "Black Warrior
career (The Sluggei-'s Wife), as wen leading roles in "Twelfth Night,"
as doing theater work. She was "Loot," and "A Streetcar Named
recently seen as Beatrice in "Much Desire." Pope has been seen in
Ado About Nothing" at the Atlanta "Oliver" and "Loot" at JSU and in
Shakespeare Festival.
"Pump Boys and Dinetts" at the
Anniston Community Theater.
Playing the role of Doug Townsend, Peter M. Thomasson is one of
Guest director William PartIan
the busiest Young actors in Atlanta. has worked in many of the country's
He has played leading roles inThe most prestigious theaters.
Shadow Box," "Wait Until Dark,"
"Fool for Love," "Private Lives,"
and "Dracula," as well as working
"Black Warrior" performance
in films and television.
times will beSept. 11-12at 730 p.m..
The roles of Cathy Moore, Julian's Sept. 13 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., and
wife, and Chip Cannon, a young Sept. 14, at 2 p.m. only. Advance
graduate student, will be played by tickets are $5 general admission and
JSU students Tara Leigh Bennett $3 student. At the door, tickets are
and Lee Pope. Bennett has played $7.50 and $3.50,

(Continued From
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Melanie Culberson, Lisa Grubbs,
Mitchell, T a m Y Conway,
Shara Mobley, Wendy Ho~kins.
Valerie Powell, ~ o n j a Ftoegner,
Keely Crawford, Karen Turner,
Renea Shedd, Kate Kellenberger,
Gina Womack, Kerri Traylor, Polly
Dunn, and Melissa Moore. New
pledges from the end of spring
semester are Margie Darden and
Debbie Morrow.
zeta
Tau Alpha
sorority
welcomes: Natalie Heynysh, Kim
Richey Pam Hamilton, 'l'racy Lee,

Robin Norred, Angie Spain,
and definitely her sorority. The
Michelle
Horton, Marni Swiss, Dee
choice of her sorority will affect the
other two decisions directly.
Bentley, Gina Swords, Brooke Kent,
The things these young women
Sherri Reynolds, Aimee Nelson,
learn from a sorority cannot be
Missy Nuss, Kim Waddell, Teisha
learned in a classroom. These
Venable, Kim Matsco, Nan Green,
things are love, honor and truth.
Suzanne Mangum, Jana Parrish,
They will learn to love their sisters
Lisa Houston, Kim Tidwell, Gina
and therefore themselves. They will
West, Carrie Rhodes, Holly Savas,
honor their bond, their pledge and
and Staci Wright.
their word. They will learn that
truth is something that comes from
Delta Zeta Sorority's list of new
love and honor. The bonds of a
girls will be available at a later date.
sorority are as strong as the bonds of
i.4
a biological family. The sorority my$+-.*<*<+>>;&
takes over after a young women
leaves home and prepares her for
the real world when she leaves
college.
Eighty-two young women on this
campus have decided to become a
part of the Greek system this fall.
They should be watched and
respected for their lifelong decision
to be a part of such a wonderful
institution.
Phi Mu sorority welcomes Vicki
O n The Square
Barnes, Michelle Becker, Pepper
Clark, Joan Craighead, Vanessa
Cross, Robyn Foust, Tracy Franks,
Elise Freeman, Rachel H a m , - p
5'
Gina Handley, Suzanne Hanson,
Julie Hayes, Kim Hicks, Holly
Hightower, Amy Horn, Amy
Meyers, Michelle Molpus, Donna
O'Daniel, Jennifer Proctor, Lisa
Richardson, "T" Rimmer, Michelle
Watson, Dana Terry, Leslie Wiram,
Kara Whitkowski, and Barbara
Jane Howard. New pledges from
the end of spring semester are Susie
Cochrell, Christina Nall, Kim
Owens, Jill Duvall, Tara Bonner,
j,
Also: We Have A Free Gift For You.. .
Mary George, Yolanda Norton.
$
Alpha
Xi
Ddta
sorority %P
=;:
welcomes: Lynda Oliver, Becky
Just
For
Stopping
To
Browse
Harper, Lee Ann Freeman, Leah
Dowdy, Robin Bryars, Shannon
Offer Expires: September 30,1986
Doolin, Jacque Gant, Myra Dothard, Tc
Karen Clark, Jennifer Hammett, \r,
*<-<J
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The Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Roman date
5 P~erce
9 Flylng mammal
12 Clvtl Injury
13 Fee
14 Nat~vemetal
15 Mextcan shawl
17 Behold1
16 Beverage
19 Foray
21 Sum
23 Persevere
27 Spantsh artlcle
28 Forelgn
29 Ethtoptan tltle
31 Greek letter
34 Negatlve preflx
35 Leaves
38 Runnlng
39 Scold
41 Bespatter
42 Judge

44 Before noon
46 Mustcal
instrument
46 Untnteresting
persons
51 Parad~se
52 Anc~ent
53 Printer's
measure
55 S k ~ lpersons
l
59 Falsehood
60 Ch~ckenhouse
62 Sound a horn
63 Measure of
weight
64 Fru~tcake
65 Porttco
DOWN

1 Possessive
pronoun
2 Female deer
3 Transgress
4 Began

5 Beer mug
6 As far as
7 Everyone
8 Blemish
9 Glass container

10 Region
11 Rlver duck
16 Ached
20 Lasting
22

zrrzA:ands
... . . .. .. .-

23 Son of Adam
24 Spanish pot
25 Symbol for
ntckel
26 Organ of
hearrng
30 Packed away
32 Pitch
33 Dillseed
36 Moccas~n
37 Klnd of
piano: pl
40 Vegetable patch
43 S ~ g non door
45 Coroner abbr
47 Make sultable
48 Burst forth
49 Mixture
50 Clan
54 Extinct flightless
b~rd
56 Vessel
57 Also
58 Music: as
written
61 Either's partner

Dixieland and swing areas by Southern
group will perform at Daugette Hall -

The first dry-cell flashlight was made in N e w York City
in 1898.

N)PIONEER.

TS-6970
6" x 9" MAXXlAl
4- Way Speakers

$119

Tape
Decks
Receivers

I

AM-FM
CAR STEREO

Save Now!

$169

Radios In stock BY:

Sony AMIFM Stereo Receiver

Many Other Home And Car
C D Players In Stock To
Choose From.

N)PloNtZ-.

Maxell& TDK
Cassette
Tapes

See OUT Large Selection of Car Audios & ~ m p s .such AS:
PIOYIER, SONV, PROTON, CONCORD & SIIERWOOD & OlllERS

RadarDevicesBy:

Bel, Cobra
& Whistler

$998

UP

Day8 Same AS Cash
Easy Terms In Store Financing
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bymnasts win,
ose ach

BY TIIOMAS BALLENGER
"I recommended the
Chanticleer Senior Editor
program be dropped."
On August 4th, the Jacksonville
State University Board of Trustees choice.
voted to fund the gymnastics
Cockley was offered the option of
program for the 1986-87 academic coaching both the men's and
year. This action appeared to women's teams or teaching a
guarantee the survival of the squad regular course load. Cockley said he
for at least one year, but the had to make the choice of teaching
situation has changed once again.
because of the uncertainty in the
To start with, the Board voted to coaching profession presently, and
continue the program for the
that he had to look out for himself
remainder of the year.
and his family.
"Based on the financial conditions
The board of trustees meets again
I found when I arrived, I recom- in October, and if the board decides
mended that the program be again that the program will continue
dropped. The University received a
this year, Cockley thinks that the
14.8 percent budget cut for next
men could compete this season.
year, and then we learned of the 5
"The men could put something
percent proration that was levied together for the season, but I a m not
July 1. Basically, it was an economic even optimistic that the women
decision," president Harold McGee could even have the numbers
sad.
(gymnasts) to compete, their
The board declded to continue the program has been destroyed. But, a s
program due to the tlmlng of the of now I do not have any say over the
decls~on.It was deemed acceptable program, although I a m still into contlnue through the end of 1987 terested in the outcome. I do have a
due to the p r o x ~ m ~ t of
y the fall responsibility to the recruits that are
semester.
here, and I will help them as much
However, now all of that actlon as I can, but that is all that I can do,"
would appear to be wasted because he said.
the program no longer has a coach.
It would 'appear that the gyrnlorn Cockley, the former head of the
nastics program is doomed. Even
program as well a s the men's coach
with the blessings of the board of
res~gnedafter he was faced with a
trustees, a team without a coach
dec~slonwhlch he termed "no real cannot be a team for long.

Gamecocks open season Saturday
Drug testing begins
in Athletic Department
-

-

BY THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Senior Editor
It 1s a slgn ot the times.
Once,upon a tlme, all that you had to worry about was injuries. But wlth
the horrld drug abuse cases uncovered about star athletes this summer,
the dact that schools are drug testing should come a s no surprise.
Jacksonville State University has entered the world of reality, and
Gamecock athletes have been tested and will continue to be tested for
mugs.
.,We w11l not be in the policing business, nor will we be in the
rehab~lltationbu~inesseither:" ~ t h k i Director
c
Jerry Cole commenting
s
aim. "We want our testing to be a positive thing, we
on h ~ department
don't want to catch people, but rather we want to help them.

BY THOMAS BALLENGER
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Jacksonville State Football
~ a m e c o c k embark
s
on a new season
Saturdav. a s the team attemDts to
rebound from the 3-6-1 record
a
year ago.
Offensively, quarterback David
Coffey is the key performer. Coffey,
a 6-1, 190-pound senior is trying to
bounce back from a knee injury that
sidelined him halfway through the
1985 season. Pat White, a junior who
started last year in Coffey's absence, will provide capable backup
at the quarterback position.

The Gamecock backfield situation
1s m good shape as several performers enjoyed outstanding spring
practices. Senior Shawn Massey,
redshirt freshman Solomon Rivers,
senior Monte Coats, and redshirt
freshman Steve Smith should
provide much needed production.
Also, a couple of true freshmen may
contribute heavily to the Gamecock
running game this year.

Tony Barefoot will start a t center.
All three of these players are
returning starters. The final starting
position in the offensive line will be
held by redshirt freshman Keith
Henderson.

A big question concerning this
year's Gamecock offense is who will
David Coffey throw to? AllGSC
recelver Derrick Thomas must ,be
replaced. Several candidates loom
available a s receivers, and this
group consists of junior Ronnie
Ol~ver. redshirt freshman Kevin
Blue, 'junior college transfer Pat
James. and true freshmen Darrell
sanders and Rodney Lane.

To start with, the Gamecocks no
longer have the services of last
year's starting inside linebackers,
Alonzo Blackmon and Stewart Lee.
Blackmon is academically ineligble
to compete this season, while Lee is
giving up football to concentrate on
his Gamecock baseball career.
The defense will be led by seniors
Rusty Grimmett and Reggie McCord. Grimmett will anchor the
defensive line from his end position,
and he must produce for the defense
to improve. McCord is theonly experienced defensive back, so he will
have to lead his youthf111 pass
defenders from his free safety spot.
Other returning players include end
Jason Meadows, tackle Judge
S t r i n g e r and linebacker Troy
Smith. The rest of the starters will
consist of either sophomores or
freshmen, and they will ha* to
learn their jobs in a hurry.

'I'he tight end position will be led
by former Gamecock basketball
standout Keith McKeller,\ who is
Cole stated that neither he nor anyone else suspects a drug problem with
playing football for the first time
Gamecock athletes, and he added, "We just want to create a situation that
since high school. Sophomore Scott
reduces*the chances of having'a problem.
Hodge will also add quality to the
The ~nltlaltest, which was administered to the football players when they
position.
reported for fall practice, cost between $2,500-$3,000. Ramdon tests are
Both kickers return for the
The Gamecocks have good talent
planned, and if the testing proves successful all athletes a t JSU will
a t the receiver positions, but there is Gamecocks. Punter Garey Waiters
probably be exposed to testing this year.
averaged 39.3 yards per punt last
not a great deal of experience.
The penalty for a positve testlng has not been revealed, and the entire
year and kicker Ashley Kay scored
This year's offensive line should
program will be an in-house undertaking.
Defensively, the Gamecocks must 43 points a s he connected on 9-12
be the real strength of the Gamecock
Gamecock Trainer Jim Skidmore will administer the program, and JSU
offense. Although two-time AU-GSC' improve on last yeat's performance. FG's, and added 16 extra points.
will work closely with Druid City Hospital of Tuscaloosa on the testing
player John Tucker will miss the The 1985team gave up an average of
procedures.
This year's Jacksonvile State
season due to injuries suffered in an 27.4 points per game and
too
Gamecock
football team should be
many
big
plays.
The
goal
%f
the
Athletes will no longer be automatically dismissed from the athletic
auto mishap, several good linemen
defense this season is to limit the big improved over last season, but the
program if caught using non-therapeutic drugs. Now, the athlete that tests
return to bolster the offense.
positive will have access to counseling and other help.
Sophomore guard Joe Billingsley plays and to hold the opposing team is still very young, and young
"We want to educate and help. We want this to be a positive program,"
is an allconference performer and teams to an average of 14 points a teams make mistakes.
Cole sald.
has the potential to -be one of Jax game. This year's defense should be
The 1986 season should be exDrug testing is a sign of the times, but if one tragedy can be averted, then
State's best linemen ever. The improved, but due to the youth of the citing, and the Gamecocks open the
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Invading Newberry tough obstacle
Newberry College of South Carolina inay not be a
familiar name in southern small college football circles,
but don't let that f6ol You. The Indians know how to play
- and win.

they can score anywhere on the field."
L)elenslvely, ~~~b~~~~ returns seven starters off a
juung '85 unit, including linebacker John Newkirk and
~iet'tisvebacks Sylvester Coleman and Drew Watson.
hewkrk is the top returning tackler from a year ago
LZ lien he compiled 104 tackles and had five quarterback
bdcks. Both Coleman and Watson intercepted three
Pa''"
In "'.

of coaches use
,,I mean this sincerely, and I know a
it, but ~~~b~~~~ College is one of the bestcoached
football teams I've ever seen on film,H said Burgess,
who has seen a lot of film in his 20-plus years of coaching.
"They do the things you have to do win football games."

J

If the Indians past two records of 7-3-1 and 7-4 aren't
enough to convince you then consider the fact that
Newberry handed b'urman a 24-21 defeat to open the 1985
season. E'urman, by the way, was narrowly defeated by
Georgia Southern in the NCAA Division I-AA title game
last year.

Predictions.

And, with 13 of 2'2 starters returning, Coach Clayton
Johnson figures this team can line up with anybody.
"It's hard to defense a team like Newberry because
they are so well-balanced," Burgess said. "They can
run the football and they can throw the football. They're
uaed to wlnnlng, and they feel like they are supposed to
win. We just lee1 lucky that we were able to agree on a
scliedule and play a quality team like Newberry."

IT'S

Ollensively, the lndlans have two big guns - runnlng
back Pete Bember and wide out Darryl Owings. Bember
rushed tor 924 yards and 11 touchdowns in leading
fiewberry to a 7-3-1 mark in '85. Osings also did his part
by calchlng 40 passes for 713 yards and six touchdowns.
Uut the blg question mark facing the Indians is
wllether Pat Bellamy can do the job at quarterback.
Uellalily only threw three passes last season, completing
one lor 18 yards.

1

University of North Alabama

L.

Jdcksonvllle State Unlverslty

ON
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Lroy Stdte Unlverslty

"We don't know a whole lot about Bellamy, expect for
tlie lact that be looks like a great athlete on film. But we
are sure that Bember and Owings are quallty football
players," Burgess said. "They are so explosive that
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Burgess speaks about the Gamecocks
BY THOM4S BALLENCER
Chanticleer Senior Editor

A. Well, I would have to say UNA
and Troy would be the favorites.
M i s s i s s i ~College
~i
has another good
team. Tkose thr;?e have to beconsidered the top three. Then, I would

Q. What is the thing that you like
most about this year so far.

note: The following is
from a amversation with Gamecock
Football Coach Bill Burgess.)

A. O u attitude. We're a bit tired,
but the players have busted their
tails, and a l t h o ~ g h it has been hot
out there, no one is slacking off.
Everyone
Q. ~ ~ ~ l what
i ~ wa
~ have
~ ~to l l ~ , is giving 110 percent. The
lake
JSU is to make a lW1 a t strongest thing we have going for US
is our attitude, the boys just want to
the GSC title?
get better.

A. Well, we need to avoid the injuries that we had last year. We
can't afford to miss practice time in
fear of players getting injured, but
we really don't have any control
over injuries, you just hope you can
avoid them. Another thing is that we
must stop the big play on defense.
We gave up way too many big plays
last year, and we need to correct
that part of our game. We also need
to hold onto the football. Our goal is
to win the conference and to make
the playoffs, and we want to do this
every year. We want to compete for
the conference title every year, and
we are building for that level.

have to say the rest of us are Pretty
evenly matched. Livingston will
We don't know
have a good
much about
but we
expect them to be very c O ~ ~ e t i t i v e .
If we play up to our potential, I feel
we can be in the fight for the title.

J
1

A. We will be better on defense.

**
**
*
*

Computer 4
We are coming together a s a team. 4 Part-time
position available
The defensive staff has done a great *entry
job, and I think this area of our team 4 t o person with accountwill be improved. Our secondary, 4 i n g and computer backexcept for Reggie McCord who is the 4 ground.
best free safety in the conference, is
going to be young. I would like to see 4
Please Contact:
4
our defense stop the big play. We 4
Dr. Ron White
have to do that this year.
Q. Who do you think the conference favorites are?

CHANTICLEER TOP 20
1. Oklahoma

5. Texas A and M

4
4
4

*

4

JSUCoqutsScience
Dept.
Ext. 4331

*

*

Complete Gift Shop For All Occasions
featuring:
Gifts
Greek Items
Flowers
Balloons
Personalized Items

9. Ohio State
10. Arizona State

No. 3 College Center
435-2230

12. Penn State

b

GIANT SIDEWALK SALE THIS SATURDAY

14. E'londa State
1 ~ .Oklahoma State
1;. Southern Cal

*+**+****+*$
5 ATTENTION ! $

Q.Lastyear'sdefensegaveuya
great many yards and points, will it
be imynved?

I

If you want a Checking Account that is NOT:

I

Interested in writing?
Come by our office in the
Montgomery ~ i i l d i &
n~
join the Chanticleer.

I @@@m~

- EAT IN! - TAKE
OUT! - DRIVE-THRU
-

-

SKOOTER BURGERS
100% PURE BEEF

SERVED AFTER 0 0 A M
Skooter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Skooter

\*

. Cheese

99

. . . . . . . . . . 1 19

D o u b l e Skooter . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 59
LI.

Cheese.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I i 9

3

Introductory Special
W i t h This Coupon Only

Bacon Skooter
LI

cheese

C h ~ c k e nS a n d u ~ c h
Skooter F r ~ e i

I

SKOOTERS ARE PREPARED WITH MAYONNAISE
KETCHUP. PICKLES. ONIONS. LETTUCE. TOMATO

1 19
1 6')
39

Yoyr Choice

- 1602.

or
1002. $ .89

$1.19

Limit One Per C o u ~ o n

I
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Large New Shipment
Ladies9BeautifulFall P u r n p s e e e e e e ~ ~ e ~ m e e e
Basics, snakeskin looks 8r fashion styles in black. red, navy. fushia and winter white. Large

- -

en-

u u r Keg. 'ZU
One group shawl styles
in tan. bursandv. srav,

